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Abstract
We present the first systematic supervised
learning approach for the extraction of
opinion sources and targets on German language data. A wide choice of different
features is presented, particularly syntactic features and generalization features. We
point out specific differences between opinion sources and targets. Moreover, we explain why implicit sources can be extracted
even with fairly generic features. In order to ensure comparability our classifier
is trained and tested on the dataset of the
STEPS shared task.
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Introduction

While there has been much research in sentiment
analysis on typical text classification tasks, such
as subjectivity detection, polarity classification and
emotion classification, there has been notably less
work on opinion role extraction. This particularly
also concerns research done on languages other
than English. In opinion role extraction, we distinguish between opinion source extraction, where the
entities expressing an opinion are to be extracted,
and opinion target extraction, where the task is to
extract the entities or propositions at which sentiment is directed. For example, in (1) the sentiment
expression criticizes has as its source Switzerland
and as its target North Korea.
(1) [Switzerland S OURCE ] criticizes [North Korea TARGET ].
(2) [The opposition S OURCE ] claims [that the health service
is getting fewer resources TARGET ].

In this work, we address opinion role extraction
on German data. Research on this specific task and
language has been kicked off by the shared task on
Source, Subjective Expression and Target Extraction from Political Speeches (STEPS) with its two
editions from 2014 (Ruppenhofer et al., 2014a) and
2016 (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016). Our experiments
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are carried out on these data since, to the best of
our knowledge, they are the only publicly available
labeled data comprising annotation for opinion role
extraction on German of sufficient size from which
to train a classifier. These data also allow us to
directly compare our work to systems that have
participated in this shared task.
In this paper, we assume that the underlying
sentiment expression which evokes opinion source
or opinion target has already been identified. Decoupling role extraction from the identification of
sentiment expressions seems reasonable to us since
previous research has focused on subjectivity detection, i.e. the detection of sentiment expressions in
context. The latter task is also considerably easier
in which generic and resource-poor features yield
good results. Even STEPS acknowledged this by
offering a subtask where sentiment expressions are
already provided and thus researchers may focus
solely on opinion role extraction.
The contributions of this paper are that we
present the first in-depth study to what extent different features are relevant for the task of opinion role
extraction on German data. Since we present work
on German language data this means that there exist fewer NLP tools and/or tools of lesser quality.
We will examine which tools actually help. While
most previous approaches only focused on the extraction of either sources or targets, we consider
both entity types and highlight notable differences
between these tasks. We also critically assess the
amount of training data that is currently available.
Finally, we conduct an evaluation against previous
participations in the STEPS 2016 shared task to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
We acknowledge that deep learning methods
have recently received considerable attention in
the NLP community. However, in this work we
follow a more traditional feature-based approach
employing supervised learning. The reason for this
is that in the area of opinion role extraction, the

usage of deep learning methods has only produced
moderate results (Katiyar and Cardie, 2016). A major caveat of deep learning methods is their reliance
on distributional word representations (e.g. word
embeddings). Opinion role extraction, however,
is a task which relies on various types of linguistic information which are more expressive than
the most robust word embeddings, such as syntactic dependency relations. Moreover, the amount
of available training data for German is notably
smaller than what is available for English (approximately by a factor of 10). This makes our setting
fairly unfavourable for deep learning which usually
outperforms traditional supervised approaches only
if large amounts of labeled data are available.
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(2014) present a system that works on extraction rules defined on sentiment expressions.
The system applies heavy normalization of
syntactic parse trees so that simple extraction
rules cover a wide range of different sentences.
Wiegand et al. (2016) is an extension of that
system in which further components, such as
a module to detect grammatically induced sentiment, are added. Despite only fairly generic
extraction rules, this approach produced fairly
good results.
• translation-based approaches: Wiegand et
al. (2014) also present a second system which
is a supervised learning system trained on the
MPQA corpus which has been automatically
translated into German. That approach notably suffers from the bad translation quality.
• supervised approaches: Both Kriese (2016)
and Wiegand et al. (2016) present a supervised
classifier. While Kriese (2016) proposes models that build on path bundles derived from a
constituency parse tree, Wiegand et al. (2016)
examine an SVM trained on various features
including features from syntactic parses. The
results are not very conclusive as no proper
feature ablation studies are carried out.

Related Work

Like our proposed classifier, most previous approaches for opinion role extraction are supervised
classifiers employing features from various information sources. They include surface-level information (Choi et al., 2005; Wiegand and Klakow,
2010), syntactic information (Choi et al., 2005;
Kessler and Nicolov, 2009) and even information
from semantic role labeling (Bethard et al., 2006;
Kim and Hovy, 2006; Johansson and Moschitti,
2013). While particularly the latter type of information is very predictive for this task, we cannot
apply it on our setting, since we are not aware of
any robust semantic-role labeler for German.
Most previous research on opinion role extraction either only addressed opinion sources (Choi et
al., 2005; Wiegand and Klakow, 2010; Johansson
and Moschitti, 2013) or opinion targets (Kessler
and Nicolov, 2009; Jakob and Gurevych, 2010). In
this work, we look at both tasks. Thus we can show
that there is a notable difference between these two
tasks which also means that different classifier parameters and feature sets are required for those two
different subtasks.
So far, work on opinion role extraction has
mostly been carried out on English data. There
has been some work on Chinese and Japanese as
part of the NTCIR Opinion Analysis Task (Seki et
al., 2007). Work on German that addresses both
opinion source and target extraction has exclusively
been carried out as part of the STEPS 2014 and
2016 shared tasks. There were few submissions
made to the latter shared tasks. The systems presented can be divided into 3 different types:
• rule-based approaches:

Wiegand et al.
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Our work substantially extends previous supervised systems as we use more features (e.g. generalization features, features derived from a constituency parse tree, subcategorization features).
Moreover, we optimize various parameters and features on some development set. Thus we ensure
that the features and classifiers are used in their
best possible configuration. Finally, we conduct
various experiments examining different feature
subsets. These experiments are vital in order to
make general conclusions regarding which type of
information is really required for this task.

3

Data & Annotation

For our experiments we employ the labeled datasets
from the STEPS 2014 shared task (Ruppenhofer et
al., 2014b) and the STEPS 2016 shared task (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016) comprising 605 and 580 sentences, respectively. For STEPS 2016, the STEPS
2014 dataset was revised in order to be compatible with the new annotation scheme introduced for
STEPS 2016. We use this revision of the STEPS
2014 dataset. The advantage of using datasets from
the revised annotation scheme is that this scheme

Property
number of sentences
average length of sentence
sentiment expressions
sentiment expr. with neither source nor target
number of sources
number of targets
proportion of development set

Freq
1185
21
4646
753
3402
3378
10%

(3) [Die Gründe dafür TARGET ] sind offensichtlich.
([The reasons for that TARGET ] are obvious.)

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
has been shown to produce a sufficiently high interannotation agreement (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016).
Since both datasets are fairly small, we merged
them and conduct our experiments on the union
of both datasets. Table 1 provides some descriptive statistics of our resulting dataset. 10% of the
dataset were reserved as development data. On this
data, we optimized various features and parameters
of our classifier (§7.1).
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Classifier and Instance Space

We pursue a supervised learning approach and decided in favor of using SVMs. As a tool, we employ SVMlight (Joachims, 1999). We consider the
extraction of sources and targets as two completely
separate tasks.
Both sources and targets always relate to a
specific sentiment expression which evokes them.
Therefore our instance space comprises tuples of
sentiment expression and candidate opinion source
phrase for sources, and sentiment expression and
candidate target phrase for targets (Table 2). As
a candidate source phrase, we consider all noun
phrases (NPs) and preposition phrases (PPs) from
the sentence in which the given sentiment expression occurs, while for targets, we consider any constituent of a sentence to be an candidate. This
difference can be explained by the fact that only
persons qualify as a source (hence NPs and PPs)
while targets represent a more heterogeneous class
of entities. For example, in (1) it is an NP representing a country while in (2) it is a complement
clause representing a proposition.
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Implicit Opinion Sources

A considerable number of opinion sources in our
dataset are implicit. That is, there is no constituent
in the relevant sentence that represents this opinion
source. Instead the opinion source is the speaker
of the utterance. For example, in (3) the sentiment
expression offensichtlich (obvious) has no explicit
source.

The likelihood of an opinion source being implicit very much depends on its sentiment expression. For example, a word such as obvious will
predominantly have an implicit source. Table 3
shows the distributions of the different source types
according the part of speech of their sentiment expressions. There is clearly a correspondence. For
example, of all parts of speech the likelihood of
implicit sources is highest with adjectives.1 A classifier that takes into account the part of speech of
sentiment expressions is already able to make good
guesses as to the presence or not of an explicit
source (for example by predicting all opinion adjectives as having an implicit source and all opinion
nouns having an explicit source). Further, the lexical knowledge of sentiment expressions as a feature
will also be beneficial. For example, we found that
more than one third of the verbal sentiment expressions having implicit sources are evoked by
verbs conveying so-called grammatically-induced
sentiment (Wiegand et al., 2016). This concerns
sentiment that is conveyed by certain modalities
(4)-(5).
(4) [Deshalb müssen wir diesen Prozess stärker ankurbeln.
TARGET ]
([That is why we must to crank this process up. TARGET ])
(5) [Sie sollten hier ein Signal setzen. TARGET ]
([You should send a clear message here. TARGET ])

Such sentiment is evoked by frequently occurring auxiliary and modal verbs, such as werden
(will) or sollen (should). Even on comparatively
small training corpora, such as ours, this information can be directly learned. That is, no manual
lexicon is required for detecting such cases of sentiment as the precision of those verbs to predict an
implicit source on our dataset is about 94%.
In order to enable our supervised learner to predict implicit sources, we simply need to adjust the
instance space for opinion sources. In addition
to explicit constituents from the sentence (see discussion above), we also add a dummy instance
with an empty candidate source phrase. These instances will represent implicit sources. Indeed our
exploratory experiments on the development set,
as shown in Table 4, confirmed that just adding
dummy instances for sources with our full feature
1 We found that the actual proportion of implicit sources
on that part of speech is actually even higher, since many
sentiment adjectives having an explicit source actually turned
out to be verbs erroneously tagged as adjectives.
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Role
source
target

Instance
<sentiment expr., candidate phrase>
<sentiment expr., candidate phrase>

Candidate Phrases
all NPs, PPs and an empty dummy phrase for implicit sources (§5)
all phrases of a sentence

Table 2: Instances for opinion sources and targets (the sentiment expression is always given).

Source
explicit
implicit

Adj
Freq Perc
154 27.2
412 72.8

Noun
Freq Perc
1411 80.1
350 19.9

Verb
Freq Perc
1164 71.1
472 28.9

Table 3: Parts of speech of implicit sources.
w/o Implicit Instances
Prec Rec
F1
56.6 27.6
37.1

w Implicit Instances
Prec Rec
F1
55.8 49.7
52.6

Table 4: Impact of implicit sources instances.
set (that includes the above features describing the
part of speech and the lemma of the sentiment expression) drastically increases extraction performance for source extraction.

6

Feature Design

Our feature set is too large for us to be able to perform an evaluation on each individual feature. Instead, we group our features according to 5 meaningful dimensions and evaluate them. In the following, we discuss those dimensions. Our complete feature set is heavily based on features employed for opinion role extraction in English. For
more motivation of our feature set, we therefore
refer the reader to previous work, particularly by
Choi et al. (2005) and by Kessler and Nicolov
(2009).
The first dimension groups our features according to the linguistic representation on which they
are based. For instance, there are features that encode some semantic information, others describe
syntactic or just surface-based information.
The second dimension is the focus of the feature.
We distinguish between features that describe the
individual linguistic entities involved in role extraction, that is, the sentiment expression or the candidate source/target phrase; features that describe
their relation; and features that describe further
context (i.e. features that focus on words other than
the sentiment expression or candidate phrase).
Our third dimension divides the feature set into
simple and complex features. By complex features,
we understand features that require the usage of
some lexical resource or a computationally intensive NLP tool (here we consider every tool more
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complex than a part-of-speech tagger).
The fourth dimension states whether a feature
generalizes some lexical information or not. The
generalization may be produced in a data-driven
way (e.g. Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992))
or with the help of some lexical resource (e.g. GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997)).
The final dimension groups our feature set according to the information source it uses. By information source, we define the resource or NLP tool
that is used in order to extract a particular feature.
Table 5 lists all features we use and also characterizes them according to each dimension.
For part-of-speech tagging we used TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1994), for constituency parsing the Berkeley Parser (Petrov et al., 2006), for dependency
parsing ParZu (Sennrich et al., 2009), for namedentity recognition, we used the tagger by Faruqui
and Padó (2010). The Brown clusters were induced with the help of SRILM (Stolcke, 2002).
We induced 1000 clusters from the HGC corpus2 .
As a subcategorization lexicon, we used IMSLex
(Fitschen, 2004).

7
7.1

Experiments
Parameter Optimization

Before we examine the different feature subsets, we
need to optimize some feature and classification
parameters. For these experiments, we always test
a classifier on the development data. The classifiers
are trained on the remaining data. We now list
these optimized settings:
• Best level of generalization for GermaNet hypernyms
(we do not just consider the direct hypernyms but also
higher-up ancestors): for both sources and targets we
consider hypernyms up to their third ancestors.
• Best cut-off value for length of part-of-speech sequences: 5 for sources; all sequences for targets.
• Best cut-off value for length of constituency paths: 5
for sources; 10 for targets.
• Best cut-off value for length of dependency relation
paths: 5 for sources; 5 for targets.
• Best cost-parameter that adjusts the classifier to the
imbalanced class distribution: j = 5 for sources; j = 6
for targets. (In opinion role extraction, like all entity
extraction tasks, the entities to be extracted represent a
2 http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/
forschung/ressourcen/korpora/hgc.html

Feature
head of sentiment expr.
head of candidate phrase
context as bag of words
Is candidate phrase first phrase
of sentence?
orientation of candidate phrase
in relation to sentiment expr.
distance between candidate
phrase and sentiment expr.
cluster id of head of sentiment
expr.
cluster id of head of candidate
phrase
cluster ids of context words
named entity of candidate
phrase
synset id(s) of head of sentiment
expr.
synset id(s) of head of candidate
phrase
GermaNet word class of head of
sentiment expr.
GermaNet word class of head of
candidate phrase
GermaNet word class of words
in context
pos of head of sentiment expr.
pos of head of candidate phrase
pos sequence between candidate
phrase and sentiment expr.
subcategorization frame according to subcat. lexicon
number of arguments on subcategorization frame according to
subcat. lexicon
phrase label of candidate phrase
tuple of phrase label of candidate phrase and pos of head of
sentiment expr.
pos-tuple of head of candidate
phrase and head of sentiment
expr.
subcategorization frame derived
from constituency tree
number of arguments in subcategorization frame derived from
constituency tree
constituency label path between
heads of candidate phrase and
sentiment expr.
length of constituency label
path between heads of candidate
phrase and sentiment expr.
subcategorization frame derived
from dependency tree
number of arguments on subcategorization frame derived from
dependency tree
dependency relation path between heads of candidate phrase
and sentiment expr.
length of dependency relation
path between head of candidate
phrase and sentiment expr.

Dimensions
Simplicity Generalizing
simple
no
simple
no
simple
no
simple
no

Representation
word
word
word
surface

Focus
individual
individual
context
individual

surface

relation

simple

no

other

surface

relation

simple

no

other

semantic

individual

complex

yes

Brown clustering

semantic

individual

complex

yes

Brown clustering

semantic
semantic

relation
individual

complex
complex

yes
yes

Brown clustering
named-entity tagging

semantic

individual

complex

yes

GermaNet

semantic

individual

complex

yes

GermaNet

semantic

individual

complex

yes

GermaNet

semantic

individual

complex

yes

GermaNet

semantic

relation

complex

yes

GermaNet

syntactic
syntactic
syntactic

individual
individual
relation

simple
simple
simple

no
no
no

pos tagging
pos tagging
pos tagging

syntactic

individual

complex

no

subcat. lexicon

syntactic

individual

complex

no

subcat. lexicon

syntactic
syntactic

individual
relation

complex
complex

no
no

constituency parsing
constituency parsing

syntactic

relation

simple

no

constituency parsing

syntactic

individual

complex

no

constituency parsing

syntactic

individual

complex

no

constituency parsing

syntactic

relation

complex

no

constituency parsing

syntactic

relation

complex

no

constituency parsing

syntactic

individual

complex

no

dependency parsing

syntactic

individual

complex

no

dependency parsing

syntactic

relation

complex

no

dependency parsing

syntactic

relation

complex

no

dependency parsing

Table 5: Features and their categorization along 5 dimensions.
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Info. Source
lexical unit
lexical unit
lexical unit
other

60

Subset
individual
relational
context
ind.+rel.
ind.+cont.
rel.+cont.
all

Extraction of Sources
Extraction of Targets

F-Score

50

40

Prec
48.2
59.5
44.7
59.4
48.3
56.4
56.0

Source
Rec
41.2
49.8
33.1
51.6
44.7
47.4
54.0

F1
44.4
54.2
38.0
55.2
46.4
51.5
55.0

Prec
5.4
47.5
38.2
48.8
31.6
47.8
49.1

Target
Rec
0.2
40.1
4.1
40.1
12.7
38.8
39.9

F1
0.3
43.5
7.4
44.0
18.0
42.9
44.0

Table 6: Comparison of different foci.

30

20

10
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Varying the Cost-Parameter (i.e. ’j’-Parameter) in the SVM

10

Figure 1: Optimizing the cost parameter.

minority class. This typically results in datasets with
very imbalanced class distributions.)

Subset
all
-clustering
-GermaNet
-depend.
-constit.
-subcat
-pos
-named ent.
-other
-lexical
-dep.-const.

Prec
56.0
55.7
57.0
55.4
55.1
56.3
55.8
56.0
56.1
60.1
52.2

Source
Rec
54.0
52.4
51.6
53.0
49.7
53.7
52.6
53.6
52.3
51.4
47.6

F1
55.0
54.0
54.1
54.2
52.3
55.0
54.2
54.8
54.1
55.7
49.8

Prec
49.1
49.0
49.9
45.3
46.1
49.1
49.5
49.2
50.6
49.1
39.6

Target
Rec
39.9
39.6
40.6
37.3
35.4
39.8
38.5
40.0
39.1
40.3
32.6

F1
44.0
43.8
44.7
41.2
40.0
44.0
43.3
44.1
44.1
44.3
35.8

Table 7: Ablation experiments.

We exemplify the importance of this optimization on the cost-parameter. Figure 1 shows the
different F-scores of different cost-parameters for
both source and target extraction on the development set. Clearly, the default value (i.e. j = 1)
would only produce poor results of the classifier.
7.2 Comparison of Different Feature Groups
Given the optimal configurations determined in
§7.1, we now examine the different feature groups
on a 10-fold crossvalidation. We report macroaverage precision, recall and F(1)-score.
Table 6 shows the performance of the individual
foci and their combinations. This analysis shows
that the most important focus is the set of relational
features. Adding other features only yields mild
increases in performance. The table also shows
that regarding the other foci, there is a notable
difference between the tasks. While for extraction
of sources, both individual and context provide
some decent F-score, on the extraction of targets
they are not useful at all. While it is difficult to
explain this behaviour for the context features, we
found some intuitive explanation for the behaviour
of the individual features. Opinion sources are per
definition a very restricted set of entities sharing
specific semantic properties. That is, only persons
or groups of persons qualify as opinion sources.
Therefore, a personal pronoun or the mention of
a proper name (notice that our individual features
capture this type of information), will already have
a relatively high prior probability of representing
a source. Targets, on the other hand, represent a
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much more heterogeneous group. They may be
entities of various semantic types, they may even
be represented by propositions (cf. (1) and (2)).
This explains why targets are more dependent on
relational features. That is, they can be more easily
identified by their relationship towards the existing
sentiment expression. For example, in both (1)
and (2), the target is an object of its sentiment
expression.
Table 7 shows some ablation experiments in
which we remove one information source at a time.
This gives us an indication of how unique the individual information sources are in terms of the
information they contribute to the prediction of
sources and targets. Only few information sources
seem to carry unique information. The most notable exceptions are dependency and constituency
parse information. On target extraction, we notice a
notable drop in performance if either of those types
of features are removed. We also removed both of
these information sources at the same time to show
that dependency and constituency information are
not only important but are also complementary to
each other.
Table 8 compares the performance of the different linguistic representations. The results are
in line with the previous experiments. Word-level
features are much more predictive for sources than
for targets. Virtually all those features are individual features, so the explanation that we provided
in Table 6 also applies here. Although word-level,

Source
42.7
45.3
47.2
48.0
53.6
53.6
55.0

Target
6.9
17.1
24.4
26.4
44.2
44.1
44.0

60

Table 8: F-Scores of different linguistic representations.
Subset
simple
complex
all

Prec
53.6
59.9
56.0

Source
Rec
F1
46.4 49.8
49.7 54.3
54.0 55.0

Prec
40.7
50.3
49.1

Target
Rec
F1
34.7 37.5
29.9 37.5
39.9 44.0
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The amount of labeled training data that is available
to us (i.e. about 1,200 sentences) is still very small.

Prec
49.5
4.1
49.1

Target
Rec
40.1
0.2
39.9

20

30
40
50
60
70
80
Percentage of Dataset Used As Training Data

90

Figure 2: Learning curve on gold standard.

7.3 Learning Curve

Source
Rec
F1
51.2 54.2
39.3 42.9
54.0 55.0

45

35

semantic and surface features can be effectively
combined, the most notable boost in performance
is obtained when syntactic features are added. This
is in line with our ablation experiments (Table 7)
where we found that constituency and dependency
parsing, in other words, syntactic features carry the
most distinct information for this task.
Table 9 compares simple and complex features.
Again, we observe notable differences between
source and target extraction. While the two feature
groups are on a par on target extraction, on source
extraction the complex features are stronger. The
combination of the feature groups is more effective
on target extraction than on source extraction.
Table 10 shows the impact of generalization of
both tasks. There is no clear indication that the
generalization features actually help. Particularly
on the extraction of targets these features are not
useful at all. We explain the latter results by the
fact that the generalizations are basically generalizations of the individual features and we pointed
out in the discussion of Table 6 that those features
seem to not be predictive for targets. A generalization of a completely unrelated feature is very likely
to be not predictive either.

Prec
57.5
47.1
56.0

50

40

Table 9: Simple and complex features.

Subset
plain
generalizat.
all

Extraction of Sources
Extraction of Targets

55

F-Score

Subset
word
word+semantic
word+surface
word+semantic+surface
word+syntactic
word+surface+syntactic
all

F1
44.3
0.3
44.0

Because of this, we computed a learning curve in
order to estimate in how far increasing the amount
of labeled training data would affect classification
performance. Figure 2 displays a learning curve.
While for sources, the curve clearly indicates that
a larger amount of labeled training data is likely
to increase classification performance, for targets
the curve seems to be almost saturated. We already
argued above that the extraction of targets is considerably more difficult than the extraction of sources.
Presumably, source extraction would benefit from
more labeled training data since then the classifier
could get more evidence of which nouns or noun
phrases are likely opinion sources and which are
not. We strongly assume that due to the semantic
heterogeneity of targets, such features are not effective no matter what amount of training data is
available. With regard to relational/syntactic features, the current amount of labeled training data
may be sufficient since there are only a handful of
meaningful syntactic relationships holding between
a sentiment expressions and either of its sources or
targets (e.g. subject, object etc.).
7.4

Comparison against Previous Classifiers

Finally, we evaluate our classifier with the full feature set against other systems that participated in
the STEPS 2016 shared task. In order to produce a
meaningful comparison, unlike our previous experiments, we train our classifier only on the training
data from that shared task.3 Table 11 shows the performance of the different classifiers. Overall, our
proposed supervised system produces the best per3 This explains why the performance of our proposed system is slightly lower than in the previous experiments.

Table 10: The impact of generalization.
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Figure 3: Illustration of opinion target covering more than one constituent.

Figure 4: Illustration of opinion target covering
exactly one constituent.

System
Saarland University (supervised)
Saarland University (rule based)
Potsdam University (supervised)
proposed system

Prec
59.4
59.9
36.2
58.0

System
Saarland University (supervised)
Saarland University (rule based)
Potsdam University (supervised)
proposed system

Prec
42.6
69.2
37.3
48.1

Source
Rec
38.3
28.6
30.0
44.0
Target
Rec
31.7
28.9
22.2
35.0

F1
46.6
38.7
32.9
50.3
F1
36.3
40.8
27.8
40.5

Table 11: Comparison with systems of the STEPS
2016 Shared Task.

formance. While on the extraction of sources, we
notably outperform all other classifiers, on the extraction of targets, the rule-based system from Saarland University (Wiegand et al., 2016) is on the par
with our classifier. This classifier is able to recognize instances of opinion targets that our system is
unable to recognize. It concerns cases of so-called
grammatically induced sentiment (§5). In such
cases, the target typically is an entire (sub)clause.
In the output of a constituency parser, these clauses
often correspond to more than one constituent as
illustrated in Figure 3. However, our classifier always assumes one constituent per source and target each as illustrated in Figure 4. Therefore, our
approach is unable to correctly extract the above
targets. In future work, we would like to combine
that classifier with ours in order to hopefully obtain
even a higher classification performance.
7.5 Error Analysis
Unfortunately, it is outside the scope of this paper
to provide an in-depth error analysis. However, we
could identify the output of syntactic parsing as a
major source of error. We established in our evaluation that syntactic features are most predictive.
Given that completely correct syntactic analyses
on our data are rare it comes as no surprise that
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the overall classification performance we achieve
is still comparatively low.

8

Conclusion

We presented a supervised learning approach for
opinion role extraction for German. We found that
there are notable differences between the extraction
of opinion sources and opinion targets. Opinion
targets are more difficult to handle. Even with comparably simple features, opinion sources can be
extracted. For both tasks, information describing
the relation between the given sentiment expression and the candidate opinion role, particularly
the information drawn from syntactic parses, is
most important. Generalization features do not
increase classification performance much. Even
though our feature set is not specifically tailored
to implicit opinion sources, we are able to detect a
considerable proportion. Our best classifier outperforms the best classifier which participated in the
STEPS 2016 shared task. With regard to opinion
target extraction, it performs on a par with the best
previously reported classifier.
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